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Editor’s Emergency
Kit
The following is a collection of resources for student
journalists facing censorship or crises relating to First
Amendment rights and scholastic press.
This kit was made by the
Scholastic Press Student
Partners, a group of students
committed to protecting
scholastic press rights.
Visit us at 45words.org
Updated November 2010

"Our liberty depends on the freedom of the press,
and that cannot be limited without being lost."
--Thomas Jeﬀerson
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Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof; or
abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or
the right of the people
peaceably to assemble, and
to petition the Government
for a redress of grievances.
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“A free press can be good or bad, but, most
certainly, without freedom a press will never be
anything but bad.”
-- Albert Camus
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Who we are:
The Scholastic Press
Partners are a group of
student journalists
from across the
country.

What we do:
We are committed to
defending and raising awareness of the
First Amendment, and helping students
like you who face censorship situations.

"It's easy to embrace freedom of speech for ideas
we accept. The essence of freedom of speech and
the press is that we must protect the ideas we
hate."
--Harriet Pilpel
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The Student Partners
If you ever face censorship or simply have an ethical dilemma, the Student Partners are here to
help. Just send an e-mail or post on our Facebook wall and we’ll give you advice.

Meghan Morris is the co-editor-in-chief of The Spoke, Conestoga High
School’s Pacemaker award-winning newspaper in Berwyn, Pa. Prior to this year,
she was a reporter for two years and an assistant managing editor for one year,
covering controversial topics such as her district’s concussion policy and
religious diversity; she is now a finalist for the 2010 NSPA Diversity Story of the
Year. In addition to her participation in 45words, she is the co-director of Friends
of The Spoke, an organization that promotes scholastic press rights founded
when The Spoke faced censorship in 2009. She also helps students on a local
level, through her involvement with the Pennsylvania School Press Association’s
Student Board.
E-mail Meghan at meg.morris3@gmail.com.
Sara Rogers is currently a senior and the editor-in-chief of her school
newspaper, The HiLite, at Carmel High School in Carmel, Indiana. Beginning as
a freshman, she served as a reporter and page editor prior to this year. Last year,
Sara became involved with JEA Student Press Rights Partners, advocating for
awareness and positive fulfillment of First Amendment rights. After having to
cover a difficult incident at my school, she’s spoken about how to handle and
report appropriately controversial topics at the high school level. “Awareness of
the rights contained in the First Amendment is crucial to journalists, especially
those in the realm scholastic journalism."
Email Sara at carmellax32@aim.com
Zachary Knudson resides in Isanti, Minnesota and attends Saint Francis High
School. There, he is the Editor-in-Chief of his school newspaper The Crier. He is
also involved in Speech, Student Council, Debate, Congressional Debate, LINK,
Open Minds Diversity Club, GSA, serves on his High School's Site Management
Council, and also serves on his hometown's Economic Development Authority
Board as the Youth Representative. Zachary understands what it takes to deal
with Administration and School Boards when it comes to student publications.
"For me, it's not just a publication. It's exercising the First Amendment freedoms
that so many people in the world live without. We need to let people know that
we are able to report and write, and also that we won't tolerate being written off
as unqualified to report because of age."
E-mail Zachary at zachariahk2468@hotmail.com.
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Zoe Newcomb, a senior at Convent of the Sacred Heart High School in San
Francisco, California, is currently the editor-in-chief of her high school paper,
The Broadview.
“The job of a journalist is to inform people about the events around them that
are important, a job which cannot be done without the rights given to us by the
First Amendment. I want to take advantage of everything that the First
Amendment has to offer so that I can make change in the world, and be
involved in what goes on around me, and not just be a bystander.”
E-mail Zoe at znnewcomb@gmail.com.

Morgan Brewster has been a part of the Mustang Express Newspaper staff
for the past four years, and is now the multimedia/online editor. Since her
freshman year she has written for magazines, been an editor for two years, as
well as starting up a news website.
If you are having problems working with your administrations to let your staff
Email: znnewcomb@gmail.com
start up a website or your administrators have issues that you can't seem to
compromise with, you can e-mail her at morganmichelle93@gmail.com.

Ted Noelker- Junior at Francis Howell Central in St. Charles, Missouri has
worked as the multi-media editor, and one of the managing editors for his
school publication, The Central Focus.
“The First Amendment means being able to do what I love. It means being
able to speak freely. It means being able to share ideas with others through free
press. It means being able to have a free and open mind. Without the First
Amendment, we would be cornered into oppression when trying to express
ourselves. Without the First Amendment, I could not function as journalist. It
is fundamental to a free and open society. Having seen the effects of
censorship both on others and my own publication, I wish to be a part of any
effort against it.”
Email Ted at t.noelker@gmail.com
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Joe Weber, a junior at Kirkwood High School, Missouri, is the In-Depth
editor for the school newspaper, The Kirkwood Call. “Some may see the
newspaper as a dying industry, but I see an opportunity to re-shape how
everyone receives, uses, and appreciate the world of journalism. To truly make
a difference you need to absolutely believe in what your are working for, and I
believe in journalism. I want a chance to help bring all of the great ideas
journalism students have together, in hope that we can shape the journalism
world we will be working in tomorrow.”
Email Joe at Jweber@thekirkwoodcall.com
Christopher Kim is a senior at Seoul International School in Seoul Korea is
the co-editor-in-chief of the Tiger Times newspaper.
“The public has a right to the truth though some truths are ugly. The First
Amendment guarantees our right to talk about these ugly truths; the court is
there to expose those who misuse these rights and whereas there have been
many cases of libel and otherwise unethical practices, there are far more cases
of important truths being revealed for all to know. The risk is one we have to
take.” E-mail Christopher at cfksxm@gmail.com.

If the Student Partners are not able to help, you can reach any one of the four 45words advisers:
Matthew Schott is the publications adviser at Francis Howell Central H.S. in St. Charles, Mo. He is in his fifth year
as adviser at FHC and prior to that was a graphic designer at several daily newspapers around the country. Schott is
a member of the JEA Scholastic Press Rights Commission, as well as the incoming president of the Missouri
Interscholastic Press Association
of Sponsors of School Publications of St. Louis. He was also awarded the
Email: and
cfksxm@gmail.com
Missouri Journalism Teacher of the Year in 2009. Email: matthew.schott@fhsdschools.org
Sarah Nichols, MJE, advises Details yearbook, The Roar newsmagazine and Whitney Update online at Whitney
High School in Rocklin, Calif. Nichols is a member of the JEA Scholastic Press Rights Commission and
Certification Commission. She is past-president of the Journalism Education Association of Northern California.
(JEANC). Nichols was awarded the NSPA Pioneer Award in 2008 and JEA Distinguished Yearbook Adviser Award
in 2006. She a frequent workshop speaker, publications evaluator and contest judge for state and national
organizations and wrote the current edition of the NSPA Yearbook Guidebook. E-mail:curioussjg@yahoo.com
John and Candace Bowen are both prominent members in the Journalism Education association. Candace Perkins
Bowen was a high school journalism teacher in Illinois and Fairfax County, Vir. and a former president of the
Journalism Education Association. She is now an assistant professor and the director of the Center for Scholastic
Journalism at Kent State University. John Bowen is JEA's Scholastic Press Rights Commission chairman. He has
been a high school journalism teacher and adviser and currently teaches as Kent State University’s School of
Journalism and Mass Communication.
Candace Bowen: cbowen@kent.edu

John Bowen: JBowen1007@aol.com
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Helpful links:
45words:
 Facebook:
http://www.facebook.com/home.php?#!/group.php?gid=26825720026
5&ref=ts
 Blog: http://www.45words.org/
 Twitter: http://twitter.com/45words
 Website: http://www.jeasprc.org/45words/
Student Press Law Center resource center:
https://www.splc.org/resource.asp
SPLC Virtual Lawyer: https://www.splc.org/virtual_lawyer/
Panic button: any JEA member needing assistance can use the press rights
commission’s panic button to locate someone locally:
http://www.jeasprc.org/panic/
Friends of The Spoke: an organization created by editors of The Spoke, a
student newspaper that overcame a censorship threat in 2009. The site now
serves to help other student journalists facing censorship crises:
http://friendsofthespoke.org/Friends_of_The_Spoke.html

“I detest what you write, but I would give my life to make it possible
for you to continue to write.''
--Voltaire
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Ten-step guide for a censorship situation:
If you find yourself in a possible censorship situation, follow these steps:
1. Take a deep breath. Know there are plenty of people and resources
ready to help and support you.
2. Advise all staffers and especially your adviser to use only non-school email addresses to discuss this situation as it unfolds.
3. Plan future communications outside of school time and away from your
school.
4. Use the Panic Button feature on the Scholastic Press Rights Commission
blog (jeasprc.org) and use the interactive map to find your contact
people for support within the Journalism Education Association.
5. Call the SPLC and contact your state press association for advice.
6. Contact Student Partners to alert your peers and ask for help—they
have faced censorship in varying situations before, so someone can help
you. You’re never alone!
7. Research precedents for your case—talk to former editors-in-chief of
your paper; review legal cases; research policies at other area school
districts so that you can respond with facts, not feelings.
8. Contact school board members and/or the school district
administration in order to correct misinformation and understand their
point of view so that you can build your case.
9. Organize an activism campaign, through Facebook and/or independent
websites. Visit friendsofthespoke.org for an example of one student
paper that fought censorship with Internet outreach. Reach out to
community members—ask them to email or write to the school board,
administration and local papers in support of your publication. Keep the
community informed throughout your fight.
10. Notify the local media.
"Censorship reflects a society's lack of confidence in itself. It is the hallmark of
an authoritarian regime."
— Potter Stewart, U.S Supreme Court Justice
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Multimedia resources for students facing censorship:
 Interactive maps:
o “Know your rights”--SPLC’s state-by-state map of scholastic press
rights legislation:
http://splc.org/knowyourrights/statelegislation.asp
o “Freedom map”: created by JEA's Scholastic Press Rights
Commission and Kent State University's Center for Scholastic
Journalism to show prior review and censorship, as well as states
that have passed legislation protecting student expression and
schools reporting no prior review:
http://www.jeapressrights.org/2008documents/2008freedomap
2.html
 Videos:
o Fighting back: Taking on censorship: “In 2009, editors at The
Spoke, the award-winning student newspaper of Conestoga High
School in Berwyn, Pa., waged one of the most effective anticensorship battles of all time. Watch as Friends of The Spoke
[including 45words’ Meghan Morris] and the Student Press Law
Center present a workshop on waging an effective censorship
campaign to a packed house at the 2010 JEA/NSPA Spring
convention in Portland, Oregon” (SPLC).
http://vimeo.com/12375359
o Fauquier County School Board, in Virginia, adopted a publications
policy July 13, 2009 that if implemented would have dramatically
changed their award winning high school journalism program.
The Falconer adviser Marie Miller and senior editor-in-chief
William Willcox, confronted the administration about the negative
effects that this policy could have on the paper. The school board
eventually amended the policy because of Miller's and Willcox's
suggestions. Watch how Miller and Willcox did it and understand
why it is important for you to know your school's publications
policy (SPLC). http://www.vimeo.com/12031222
 Podcasts: SPLC monthly podcasts: http://www.splc.org/podcasts/
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Prior review vs. prior restraint
By Mike Hiestand, Student Press Law Center

It's time to set the record straight. Prior review vs. prior restraint.
The practices are related, but the terms are not interchangeable.
Both can be loosely grouped together under the broad category of
censorship. Both hinder the existence of a free and independent
press. And one frequently leads to the other. But they are not the
same.
Prior Review
Prior review means reading only.
More specifically for student media, the term refers to the practice of school officials - or
anyone in a position of authority outside the editorial staff - demanding that they be
allowed to read (or preview) copy prior to publication and/or distribution.
While there exists fairly strong case law holding that prior review is unconstitutional at the
public college level, there is no similar legal authority that flatly prohibits the practice in
high schools. Indeed at least one federal appellate court has stated clearly that, "Writers on
a high school newspaper do not have an unfettered constitutional right to be free from prepublication review," and the Supreme Court, while not quite as blunt, has said that school
officials can exercise "prepublication control" over school-sponsored high school media,
even absent written guidelines. (Non-school-sponsored, or underground, high school
student media are in a much stronger legal position to contest prior review.) While some
individual schools or school districts (for example, Dade County in Florida) have enacted
their own policies that prohibit administrative prior review and while legal arguments
might be made in specific situations, there is no federal or statewide authority that
provides a clear shield.
A better course is probably to argue why prior review, even if permitted by law, is simply a
bad practice.
For example, most journalism education groups in the country have condemned the
practice of administrative prior review as both educationally and journalistically unsound.
Among them, the Journalism Education Association, which has issued a Statement on Prior
Review that can be downloaded at: http://www.jea.org/news/jobspolicy.html.
For another take, see Dianne Smith's list of "Advantages to Ending Prior Review and
Censorship," which is part of "The Voice of Freedom" article by Alan Weintraub and Harry
Proudfoot available at: http://www.splc.org/mediaadvisers.asp.
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And last but not least, school officials that screen student work and essentially give or
withhold from their student media an official "stamp of approval" may be creating financial
liability for their school district that they might otherwise avoid. For more information, see
the SPLC's Student Media Liability Guide, available at:
http://www.splc.org/legalresearch.asp?id=30.
Keep in mind that no law anywhere requires administrative prior review.
Prior Restraint
Prior restraint, on the other hand, occurs when an administrator - often after he or she has
read material (prior review) -- actually does something to inhibit, ban or restrain its
publication.
Unlike prior review, prior restraint of high school student media is limited by the First
Amendment and state laws in Arkansas, California, Colorado, Iowa, Kansas and
Massachusetts (and state regulations in Pennsylvania and Washington) (all of which can be
found at: http://www.splc.org/law_library.asp), and various local school and school
district policies.
The legal protection from prior restraint that is available to high school student media can
vary depending on where they are located and/or the nature of the media. For example, in
California (whose law is similar to most of the other state laws and many student media
policies found elsewhere), an adviser - and probably other school officials - can probably
insist on reading a student newspaper before it goes to the printer. However, he or she can
only stop it from being published if they find content that is either unlawful (libelous,
legally obscene, invasive of privacy as defined by law, etc.) or seriously disruptive of the
school. If school officials don't find material that falls into one of those categories, they
must allow it to be published no matter how much they might personally object.
Practically, prior review often eventually leads to prior restraint, which is why student
media should fight prior review tooth and nail. To wage that fight, however, it's essential to
have a clear sense of both the enemy and your defenses.
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“MYTHBUSTING” HIGH SCHOOL JOURNALISM
This document was made by the Student Press Law Center, with input from board members of
Friends of The Spoke.
Since 1974, the Student Press Law Center has been the leading source of information about
legal issues impacting the student media. The legal staff and attorney volunteers of the SPLC
publish the widely used reference text, Law of the Student Press, which is recognized as the
nationʼs most comprehensive compendium of legal research about student media.
The SPLC is frequently called upon to help resolve disputes between students and schools over
what students may publish. Censorship of student publications typically grows out of unfounded
fears and misperceptions, which donʼt hold up when examined factually.
Myth: Students will libel people, invade their privacy, and otherwise injure people if left to
publish without tight administrative control.
Reality: Seven states have laws under which student media are designated ―public forums‖
over which students have editorial control, and there is no evidence of any greater incidence of
libel, invasion of privacy or other injury in those states—even in California, which has had such
a law on the books for over 30 years. But there is evidence that student autonomy creates
better journalism—two of the longest-established ―student free press‖ states, California and
Kansas, are disproportionately represented among top award-winners in national student media
competitions year after year. And, for the record, Pennsylvania is one of the seven states with
regulations designed to protect free student expression.
Myth: Administrators need to review the paper to minimize the risk of the school district
being sued.
Reality: A comprehensive search of the Westlaw© and Lexis© case law databases shows a
grand total of zero—thatʼs right, zero—published cases in which a school district was held
responsible for what students wrote in a student newspaper. While there is the rare nuisance
suit that quickly settles or is dismissed, the fact is that people almost never file suits over the
content of high school newspapers: itʼs incredibly hard to show that a personʼs life was ruined by
a story in a high school paper, and the public understands that journalists-in-training are going
to make errors. Other school activities are exponentially more dangerous than uncensored
journalism—like football, which is blamed for an average of 12 student deaths nationwide each
year. Yet no one advocates that students be forbidden from tackling each other because
someone might get hurt (or even killed). We accept that students must run the risk of physical
contact so they can learn to play the game properly and be prepared for the rigors of college
athletics, and the same rule makes sense in journalism. As a matter of historical fact, a school is
more likely to be sued—and sued successfully—for violating studentsʼ First Amendment rights
by censoring a newspaper than by allowing the newspaper to publish uncensored.
Myth: Administrators need to review the paper because the school district is legally
liable for everything in it.
Reality: Although lawsuits are so rare that this legal principle has never been put to the test in
the high-school context, in the handful of lawsuits against college publications, the courts have
unanimously said that colleges canʼt be held financially liable for studentsʼ editorial content if
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they are barred by law or regulation from censoring the content—no control, no liability.
Increased administrative control over editorial content maximizes, not minimizes, whatever
slight risk of legal exposure exists.
Myth: A principal reviewing – and reserving the right to change – a student newspaper is
just doing what professional newspaper publishers do.
Reality: Actually, what professional newspaper publishers do is hire well-trained editors and get
out of their way. Most publishers—like most principals—are not trained journalists, and (like
principals) they donʼt have the expertise, or the time, to be playing ―super-editor.‖ And—unlike in
a professional newspaper—the principalʼs policies are the primary subject of the student
newspaperʼs coverage. If the publisher of a professional newspaper is personally involved in a
story, it is imperative under all accepted codes of ethics that the publisher remove himself from
reviewing that story. A principal who changes, or pulls, a story about her own administration is
violating basic ethical standards—and is teaching students that ethics donʼt matter.
Myth: The Supreme Court has said that the principal is the publisher of the paper, and he
can do anything he wants with it.
Reality: Not true. The Supreme Courtʼs 1988 Hazelwood case reaffirms that students have First
Amendment rights even when speaking in school-sponsored publications. All the Supreme
Court said in Hazelwood is that school administrators can override studentsʼ editorial judgments
if they can point to a ―legitimate pedagogical justification.‖ Subsequent cases have made clear
that merely protecting the P.R. image of the school or its administrators, or eliminating
references to controversial subjects, is not a ―legitimate pedagogical justification.‖
Myth: ”Prior review” isnʼt “prior restraint.”
Reality: Administrators sometimes play this word-game to comfort themselves because theyʼve
learned (correctly) that ―prior restraint‖ is almost never permissible under the First Amendment
and is the most disfavored form of censorship. ―Prior restraint‖ simply means exercising
authority to keep all or part of a newspaper from being distributed. That is exactly what most
―prior review‖ systems provide—that the principal may remove editorial content, or keep it from
being circulated. ―Prior review‖ differs from ―prior restraint‖ only if it functions as nothing more
than an advance heads-up—allowing the principal to see, but not change or withhold, the
newspaper before it goes public. And even though administrators insist that they are reviewing
only for libel or other illegality, school principals are not trained libel lawyers and, in practice,
they never limit prior review to those narrow confines. By far the most common reason that
administrators cite when they remove content from a student publication is not that the content
is unlawful, but that it ―makes the school look bad.‖ That is the essence of prior restraint.
Myth: Administrative control over student media is a widely approved practice.
Reality: There are no statistical studies indicating whether prior review is or is not the majority
rule among American schools, but the most authoritative and knowledgeable national
organization – the Journalism Education Association, headquartered at Kansas State University
– has adopted a policy statement disavowing the use of prior review: ―Prior review leads only to
censorship by school officials or to self-censorship by students with no improvement in
journalistic quality or learning.‖ It is a violation of the JEA Code of Ethics for a journalism teacher
to remove editorial content over the objection of student editors. In fact, Robert Harr, the lawyer
who represented the school district before the Supreme Court in the Hazelwood case, has gone
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on record as saying he would not want his own child attending a school with prior review of
student media because that is known to be an inferior way to teach journalism. School
administrators would not overrule the leading standard-setting body in any other area of
education—they would not tell school nurses how to administer shots contrary to protocols set
by the national nursing association—and they should not do so in the field of journalism.
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45words’ guide: Working with, not against, administrators
Advice from Student Partners:
"My advice to publications looking to improve their administration
relationships is to develop a mutual trust. Have a student, typically the
editor-in-chief or another high-ranking editor, regularly cover important
figures such as the principal, superintendent and school board. In the case of
our publication, the HiLite, we assign these to be covered as a beat report.
This allows regular communication, usually a report every two weeks, and
helps develop a trusting, respectful relationship.
Also, be sure to maintain the credibility of your publication at all times.
Check quotes, facts, spelling and grammar throughout the entire issue.
Proofreading is key to putting out a quality product. Continuously providing
your audience, including administrators, with a reputable product helps
ensure a trusting relationship. In all instances, trust is key. Both parties
depend on each other for success and having a strong, confident relationship
forms the basis for success on each end."

--Sara Rogers, 45words member and editor-in-chief of The HiLite
Previously published resources:
 ”Stirring the Pot” In an article published in the American School Board
Journal, a former high school student newspaper editor -- later elected
to his school board -- discusses the value of a robust, free student press
in cultivating a healthy, vibrant school district:
http://splc.org/pdf/StirringthePot_Buller.pdf
 An article published in The School Administrator, a magazine produced
by the American Association of School Administrators, in which a
superintendent shares his thoughts -- and his conversion -- regarding
the importance of a vibrant student press:
http://splc.org/pdf/aasafreepressarticle2.pdf
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JEA Adviser Code of Ethics
Media advisers will:














Model standards of professional journalistic conduct to students,
administrators and others.
Empower students to make decisions of style, structure and content by
creating a learning atmosphere where students will actively practice
critical thinking and decision making.
Encourage students to seek out points of view and to explore a variety
of information sources in their decision making.
Ensure students have a free, robust and active forum for expression
without prior review or restraint.
Emphasize the importance of accuracy, balance and clarity in all aspects
of news gathering and reporting.
Show trust in students as they carry out their responsibilities by
encouraging and supporting them in a caring learning environment.
Remain informed on press rights and responsibilities to provide
students with sources of legal information.
Advise, not act as censors or decision makers.
Display professional and personal integrity in situations which might be
construed as potential conflicts of interest.
Support free expression for others in local and larger communities.
Counsel students to avoid deceptive practices in all practices of
publication work.
Model effective communications skills by continuously updating
knowledge of media education.

JEA Board of Directors
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JEA’s statement on prior review
The Journalism Education Association, as the nation’s largest association of scholastic
journalism educators and secondary school media advisers, denounces the practice of
administrative prior review as serving no legitimate educational purpose. Prior review
leads only to censorship by school officials or to self-censorship by students with no
improvement in journalistic quality or learning.
Better strategies exist that enhance student learning while protecting school safety and
reducing school liability.
School administrators provide leadership for just about every dimension of schools. They
set the tone and are crucial in a meaningful educational process. Undeniably,
administrators want their schools’ graduates to be well-educated and effective citizens.
Often, school or district missions statements state this goal explicitly. JEA supports them in
that effort.
So, when the Journalism Education Association challenges the judgment of administrators
who prior review student media, it does so believing better strategies more closely align
with enhanced civic engagement, critical thinking and decision-making.
Prior review by administrators undermines critical thinking, encourages students to
dismiss the role of a free press in society and provides no greater likelihood of increased
quality of student media. Prior review inevitably leads to censorship. Prior review
inherently creates serious conflicts of interest and compromises administrator neutrality,
putting the school in potential legal jeopardy.
Without prior review, administrators retain better strategies that support journalism
programs. Such approaches include:
• Working with students cooperatively to be good sources for stories
• Hiring qualified advisers and journalism teachers
• Building trust in the learning and communication process in a way that also lessens
liability concerns of the school system
• Offering feedback after each publication
• Increasing dialogue among school staff and students, thus encouraging outlets of
expression that strengthens school safety
• Expanding school and community understanding and appreciation of the value of free –
and journalistically responsible – student media
• Providing necessary resources to support and maintain publication programs, including
financial support, master schedule preferences, development opportunities and time
These strategies, and others listed below can enhance the influence of administrators
without intruding on student control of their media as outlined by court decisions and the
First Amendment.
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Administrators can and should:
• Foster appreciation for America’s democratic ideals by inspiring students and their
advisers to practice democratic principles through free student media
• Hire the most qualified educator to teach and advise or help one without solid journalism
background become more knowledgeable. This allows the educator to provide training so
students can better become self-sufficient as they make decisions and practice journalism
within the scope of the school’s educational mission and the First Amendment
• Trust and respect their advisers, their student media editors and staff as the students
make decisions
• Maintain dialogue and feedback to protect and enhance student expression, to afford
students real input in the process, and to broaden their opportunities to excel
Teachers and advisers can and should:
• Model standards of professional journalistic conduct to students, administrators and
others
• Emphasize the importance of accuracy, balance and clarity in all aspects of news
gathering and reporting
• Advise, not act as censors or decision makers
• Empower students to make decisions of style, structure and content by creating a
learning atmosphere where students will actively practice critical thinking and decisionmaking
• Encourage students to seek other points of view and to explore a variety of information
sources in their decision-making
• Ensure students have a free, robust and active forum for expression without prior review
or restraint
• Show trust in students as they carry out their responsibilities by encouraging and
supporting them in a caring learning environment
Student journalists can and should:
• Apply critical thinking and decision-making skills as they practice journalistic standards
and civic responsibility
• Follow established policies and adopt new ones to aid in thorough, truthful and complete
reporting using a range of diverse and credible sources
• Seek the advice of professionally educated journalism advisers, teachers and other media
resources
• Maintain open lines of communication with other students, teachers, administrators and
community members
• Operate media that report in verbal and visual context, enhancing comprehension and
diverse points of view
• Develop trust with all stakeholders – sources, adviser, administration and fellow staffers
JEA Board of Directors
Adopted April 16, 2009
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Hazelwood School District v. Kuhlmeier: A complete guide to the
Supreme Court Decision
2008: Student Press Law Center

What the Decision Says
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What the Decision Means

Does Hazelwood apply only to student news media?

Does Hazelwood apply to all high school student media?

Does Hazelwood apply to off-campus, private expression?
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What is “school-sponsored”?

Are all school-sponsored student media covered by Hazelwood?

Does the decision apply to student media produced in an extracurricular activity?

What is forum analysis?

What is the difference between an “open public forum,” a “designated public forum” and
a “non-public forum”?

Why is it important to determine whether a student outlet qualifies as a public forum for
student expression?
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What are the factors used to determine the forum status of student media?

When is censorship by school officials allowed?

What is a “legitimate pedagogical [educational] concern” that justifies censorship under
Hazelwood?
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Are there any other limitations on school officials’ authority to censor?

Is prior review allowed after Hazelwood?

Did the Supreme Court overrule its decision in the Tinker case?

Are there any other legal protections students might have to fight censorship?
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Does Hazelwood apply to college student media?

What the Decision Has Done

Some Final Words
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Student Press Law Center:
Model Guidelines for High School Student Media
I. STATEMENT OF POLICY
Freedom of expression and press freedom are fundamental values in a democratic society. The
mission of any institution committed to preparing productive citizens must include teaching
students these values, both by lesson and by example.
As determined by the courts, student exercise of freedom of expression and press freedom is
protected by both state and federal law, especially by the First Amendment to the United States
Constitution. Accordingly, school officials are responsible for encouraging and ensuring freedom
of expression and press freedom for all students.
It is the policy of the ____________________________ Board of Education that (newspaper),
(yearbook), (literary magazine) and (electronic or on-line media), the official, school-sponsored
student media of ______________________ High School have been established as forums for
student expression and as voices in the uninhibited, robust, free and open discussion of issues.
Each medium should provide a full opportunity for students to inquire, question and exchange
ideas. Content should reflect all areas of student interest, including topics about which there may
be dissent or controversy.
It is the policy of the __________________________ Board of Education that student
journalists shall have the right to determine the content of student media. Accordingly, the
following guidelines relate only to establishing grounds for disciplinary actions subsequent to
publication.
II. OFFICIAL STUDENT MEDIA
A. Responsibilities of Student Journalists
Students who work on official, school-sponsored student publications or electronic media
determine the content of their respective publications and are responsible for that content. These
students should:
l. Determine the content of the student media;
2. Strive to produce media based upon professional standards of accuracy, objectivity and
fairness;
3. Review material to improve sentence structure, grammar, spelling and punctuation;
4. Check and verify all facts and verify the accuracy of all quotations; and
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5. In the case of editorials or letters to the editor concerning controversial issues, determine the
need for rebuttal comments and opinions and provide space therefore if appropriate.
B. Unprotected Expression
The following types of student expression will not be protected:
1. Material that is "obscene as to minors." "Obscene as to minors is defined as material that
meets all three of the following requirements:
(a) the average person, applying contemporary community standards, would find that the
publication, taken as a whole, appeals to a minor's prurient interest in sex; and
(b) the publication depicts or describes, in a patently offensive way, sexual conduct such as
ultimate sexual acts (normal or perverted), masturbation and lewd exhibition of the genitals; and;
(c) the work, taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political or scientific value.
Indecent or vulgar language is not obscene.
[Note: Most states have statutes defining what is "obscene as to minors." If such a statute is in
force in your state, it should be substituted in place of section II(B)(1).]
2. Libelous material. Libelous statements are provably false and unprivileged statements of fact
that do demonstrated injury to an individual's or business's reputation in the community. If the
allegedly libeled party is a "public figure" or "public official" as defined below, then school
officials must show that the false statement was published "with actual malice," i.e., that the
student journalists knew that the statement was false or that they published it with reckless
disregard for the truth ? without trying to verify the truthfulness of the statement.
(a) A public official is a person who holds an elected or appointed public office and exercises a
significant amount of governmental authority.
(b) A public figure is a person who either has sought the public's attention or is well known
because of personal achievements or actions.
(c) School employees will be considered public officials or public figures in relationship to
articles concerning their school-related activities.
(d) When an allegedly libelous statement concerns an individual who is not a public official or a
public figure, school officials must show that the false statement was published willfully or
negligently, i.e., the student journalist who wrote or published the statement has failed to
exercise reasonably prudent care.
(e) Students are free to express opinions. Specifically, a student may criticize school policy or
the performance of teachers, administrators, school officials and other school employees.
3. Material that will cause "a material and substantial disruption of school activities."
(a) Disruption is defined as student rioting, unlawful seizures of property, destruction of
property, or substantial student participation in a school boycott, sit-in, walk-out or other related
form of activity. Material such as racial, religious or ethnic slurs, however distasteful, is not in
and of itself disruptive under these guidelines. Threats of violence are not materially disruptive
without some act in furtherance of that threat or a reasonable belief and expectation that the
author of the threat has the capability and intent of carrying through on that threat in a manner
that does not allow acts other than suppression of speech to mitigate the threat in a timely
manner. Material that stimulates heated discussion or debate does not constitute the type of
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disruption prohibited.
(b) For student media to be considered disruptive, specific facts must exist upon which one could
reasonably forecast that a likelihood of immediate, substantial material disruption to normal
school activity would occur if the material were further distributed or has occurred as a result of
the material's distribution or dissemination. Mere undifferentiated fear or apprehension of
disturbance is not enough; school administrators must be able affirmatively to show substantial
facts that reasonably support a forecast of likely disruption.
(c) In determining whether student media is disruptive, consideration must be given to the
context of the distribution as well as the content of the material. In this regard, consideration
should be given to past experience in the school with similar material, past experience in the
school in dealing with and supervising the students in the school, current events influencing
student attitudes and behavior and whether there have been any instances of actual or threatened
disruption prior to or contemporaneously with the dissemination of the student publication in
question.
(d) School officials must protect advocates of unpopular viewpoints.
(e) "School activity" means educational student activity sponsored by the school and includes, by
way of example and not by way of limitation, classroom work, official assemblies and other
similar gatherings, school athletic contests, band concerts, school plays and scheduled in-school
lunch periods.
C. Legal Advice
1. If, in the opinion of a student editor, student editorial staff or faculty adviser, material
proposed for publication may be "obscene," "libelous" or would cause an "immediate, material
and substantial disruption of school activities," the legal opinion of a practicing attorney should
be sought. The services of the attorney for the local newspaper or the free legal services of the
Student Press Law Center (703/807-1904) are recommended.
2. Any legal fees charged in connection with the consultation will be paid by the board of
education.
3. The final decision of whether the material is to be published will be left to the student editor
or student editorial staff.
D. Protected Speech
1. School officials cannot:
a. Ban student expression solely because it is controversial, takes extreme, "fringe" or minority
opinions, or is distasteful, unpopular or unpleasant;
b. Ban the publication or distribution of material relating to sexual issues including, but not
limited to, virginity, birth control and sexually-transmitted diseases (including AIDS);
c. Censor or punish the occasional use of indecent, vulgar or so called "four-letter" words in
student publications;
d. Prohibit criticism of the policies, practices or performance of teachers, school officials, the
school itself or of any public officials;
e. Cut off funds to official student media because of disagreement over editorial policy;
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f. Ban student expression that merely advocates illegal conduct without proving that such speech
is directed toward and will actually cause imminent unlawful action.
g. Ban the publication or distribution by students of material written by non-students;
h. Prohibit the endorsement of candidates for student office or for public office at any level.
2. Commercial Speech
Advertising is constitutionally protected expression. Student media may accept advertising.
Acceptance or rejection of advertising is within the purview of the publication staff, which may
accept any ads except those for products or services that are illegal for all students. Ads for
political candidates and ballot issues may be accepted; however publication staffs are encouraged
to solicit ads from all sides on such issues.
E. On-Line Student Media and Use of Electronic Information Resources
1. On-Line Student Media.
On-line media, including Internet Web sites, e-mail, listserves and Usenet and Bitnet discussion
groups, may be used by students like any other communications media to reach both those within
the school and those beyond it. All official, school-sponsored on-line student publications are
entitled to the same protections and are subject to no greater limitations than other student media,
as described in this policy.
2. Electronic Information Resources
Student journalists may use electronic information resources, including Internet Web sites, email, listserves and Usenet and Bitnet discussion groups, to gather news and information, to
communicate with other students and individuals and to ask questions of and consult with
sources. School officials will apply the same criteria used in determining the suitability of other
educational and information resources to attempts to remove or restrict student media access to
on-line and electronic material. Just as the purchase, availability and use of media materials in a
classroom or library does not indicate endorsement of their contents by school officials, neither
does making electronic information available to students imply endorsement of that content.
Although faculty advisers to student media are encouraged to help students develop the
intellectual skills needed to evaluate and appropriately use electronically available information to
meet their newsgathering purposes, advisers are not responsible for approving the on-line
resources used or created by their students.
3. Acceptable Use Policies
The Board recognizes that the technical and networking environment necessary for on-line
communication may require that school officials define guidelines for student exploration and
use of electronic information resources. The purpose of such guidelines will be to provide for the
orderly, efficient and fair operation of the school's on-line resources. The guidelines may not be
used to unreasonably restrict student use of or communication on the on-line media.
Such guidelines may address the following issues: file size limits, password management, system
security, data downloading protocol, use of domain names, use of copyrighted software, access
to computer facilities, computer hacking, computer etiquette and data privacy.
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III. ADVISER JOB SECURITY
The student media adviser is not a censor. No person who advises a student publication will be
fired, transferred or removed from the advisership by reason of his or her refusal to exercise
editorial control over student media or to otherwise suppress the protected free expression of
student journalists.
IV. NON-SCHOOL-SPONSORED MEDIA
A. Non-school-sponsored student media and the students who produce them are entitled to the
protections provided in section II(D) of this policy. In addition school officials may not ban the
distribution of non-school-sponsored student media on school grounds. However, students who
distribute material describe in section II(B) of this policy may be subject to reasonable discipline
after distribution at school has occurred.
1. School officials may reasonably regulate the time, place and manner of distribution.
(a) Non-school-sponsored media will have the same rights of distribution as official student
media;
(b) "Distribution" means dissemination of media to students at a time and place of normal school
activity, or immediately prior or subsequent thereto, by means of handing out free copies, selling
or offering copies for sale, accepting donations for copies of the media or displaying the media in
areas of the school which are generally frequented by students.
2. School officials cannot:
(a) Prohibit the distribution of anonymous literature or other student media or require that it bear
the name of the sponsoring organization or author;
(b) Ban the distribution of student media because it contains advertising;
(c) Ban the sale of student media; or
(d) Create regulations that discriminate against non-school-sponsored media or interfere with the
effective distribution of sponsored or non-sponsored media.
B. These regulations do not apply to media independently produced or obtained and distributed
by students off school grounds and without school resources. Such material is fully protected by
the First Amendment and is not subject to regulation by school authorities. Reference to or
minimal contact with a school will not subject otherwise independent media, such as an
independent, student-produced Web site, to school regulation.
V. PRIOR RESTRAINT
No student media, whether non-school-sponsored or official, will be reviewed by school
administrators prior to distribution or withheld from distribution. The school assumes no liability
for the content of any student publication, and urges all student journalists to recognize that with
editorial control comes responsibility, including the responsibility to follow professional
journalism standards each school year.
VI. CIRCULATION
These guidelines will be included in the handbook on student rights and responsibilities and
circulated to all students.
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Student Press Law Center: Sample press release
The following is a sample press release that might be issued by a student media staff to contest
administrative censorship. A press release provides accurate information—with a point of
view—to news media, community members and others who might provide public attention or
support. It generally follows a standard news story format, similar to that shown below. In
addition to providing the basic facts, a press release often includes quotes from those involved
and/or their supporters that offer their perspective on the controversy (and that are often used
verbatim in third-party news coverage). It also tells those interested where they can obtain
additional information. Because a press release is often the public’s first news of a controversy or
conflict and their first contact with the students involved, it is essential that it be well-reasoned,
well-written, accurate and polished.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
April 11, 2008

Principal Confiscates Student Newspapers Claiming They ‘Would
Hurt School Spirit’
Students say censored column raises legitimate concerns about quality of education they receive,
plan anti-censorship protest; press lawyer says censorship is illegal
CENTRAL CITY — More than 1,000 copies of Central High School’s student newspaper
remain locked away in the principal’s office and CHS students say the time has come for them to
take a stand to contest what they allege is an unfair and unlawful act of censorship by school
district officials.
According to Student Times Managing Editor Jessica Diaz, she and two other student editors met
with CHS Principal Barbara Smith and district Superintendent Tim Riley Monday afternoon, but
came to no agreement.
“As far as they were concerned, the matter is closed. It’s not. Locking up newspapers because
you don’t like what’s in them is just not something government officials can do in this country
and expect people to simply shrug their shoulders,” Diaz said. “We intend to fight this.”
Smith ordered CHS custodians to confiscate all copies of the April 4 issue of the Student Times
shortly after the newspaper’s printer delivered them to the school last Tuesday.
Smith told the staff she confiscated the newspapers because of a student opinion column that
claimed there is a "lack of motivation" from students and staff at school, Diaz said.
Diaz said administrators told her and her staff that the editorial “reflects poorly” on the school
and would “hurt school spirit and morale.”
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In the Student Times column, Opinions Editor Devery Sheffield wrote that he felt CHS suffered
from a "lack of motivation on the part of both students and staff to get the most out of their
educational experience at Central.” Among other things, he pointed to students who showed up
unprepared for class and too many teachers who showed little passion for their work and “make
it obvious they are simply counting the days until retirement.”
“Such attitudes about teaching and learning create a less-than-ideal educational environment,
which may help explain Central’s declining standardized scores,” he wrote.
School officials did not dispute the facts contained in the editorial, Diaz said.
Frank LoMonte, executive director of the Student Press Law Center — a nonprofit group near
Washington, D.C., that provides legal help to student media — said the administration's
justification for withholding the newspaper is not legally sufficient.
"The First Amendment makes clear that public school officials can’t censor otherwise lawful
student speech simply because they think it makes the school look bad," LoMonte said.
Diaz believes the censorship is all about school officials wanting to protect the school’s image.
“They want a public relations newsletter that is full of happy stories. Well, the fact is we are a
newspaper. We report the news — and not all news is happy news. We think Central High
School can be better than it is. That’s all we are trying to say. And — as students at Central most
affected by what goes on here — we think we should be allowed to say so.”
To protest the district’s censorship, Diaz said the Student Times staff will cover their mouths
with tape and silently distribute copies of the First Amendment to students as they arrive on
campus Thursday morning before the opening bell.
She said the staff has also created an off-campus Web site using home computers, where they
have posted the contested editorial as well as other information about the controversy.
“We are proud of our award-winning newspaper and the work we do and we want our readers
and other community members to make up their own minds about the censored editorial,” Diaz
said.
The Web site address is: http://www.studenttimescensorship.com.
Contact:
Jessica Diaz
Editor in Chief
Student Times
(555) 267-1896
jdiaz@isp.com
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Frank LoMonte
Executive Director
Student Press Law Center
(703) 807-1904
www.splc.org

The Student Times was founded in 1957 and is the award-winning, student-edited newspaper at
Central High School in Central City, Anystate.
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Activities to promote First Amendment awareness:
 Scholastic Journalism Week: sponsored by JEA, this annual
event supports journalism in schools across the country. For
a list of suggested activities, visit:
http://www.jea.org/resources/jweek/index.html
 Educate journalists about freedom of speech: visit
http://www.firstamendmentschools.org/resources/lessonpl
ans_press.aspx and http://splc.org/presentations/ for lesson
plans
 Follow news about student press rights, such as SPLC news
flashes (http://www.splc.org/newsflash.asp)
 Place posters and signs around campus with the First
Amendment
 Shoot PSAs for school broadcast/morning announcements
 Start a poster design contest for graphic arts/design classes
 Decorate and wear T-shirts with the five freedoms from the
First Amendment; hand out buttons, shirts, pins, etc to
commemorate the First Amendment and/or Scholastic
Journalism Week
 Memorize the First Amendment as a class/staff or have a
contest to see who can recite it
 Celebrate Constitution Day on September 17
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Sources:
Prior review vs. prior restraint:
http://www.studentpress.org/nspa/trends/~law0602hs.html
Mythbusting:
http://www.friendsofthespoke.org/pdf/SPLC.MYTHBUSTERS.pdf
Guide to Hazelwood: https://www.splc.org/pdf/HazelwoodGuide.pdf
Hazelwood diagram: https://www.splc.org/legalresearch.asp?id=38
SPLC model guidelines: https://www.splc.org/legalresearch.asp?id=6
Sample press release:
http://www.splc.org/pdf/samplepressrelease.pdf
Jea statements: http://www.jea.org/about/statements.html

"The liberty of the press is essential to the
security of the state"
--John Adams

